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April 2019 – Swim England Pathway Report

Pathway . fast approaching first day is 6th April . All 24 Places have been taken up however we have
had one very late withdrawal and I am currently trying to fill that place . we have 5 skills coaches for
the days . Team manager is Emma Reid .With Charlotte Eustace penzance kindly stepping in as an
additional team manager .Mrs Belt will be covering the july day when Emma is away . Communication
. I have sent out emails to Cameron but response is very slow . We had 3 non attending the pathway
regional training day in march unfortunately it clashed with the intermediates as did last year . Mat Hill
was added at the last minute. He has since apologised for not attending . Cameron and Mia had
places booked and as far as I was aware were going but never showed . Region were not impressed .
Neither Cameron or Mia have told me why they didnt attend . I have also had reports that Cameron
has not communicated with his skills coach team. They do need session plans preferable prior to the
training day so that they know what they are doing with the swimmers . funds . looking good with the
cheques I have it is close to 4000 in the fund. Hoodies delivery problems . Now resolved .A few last
minute orders (the very last order i rejected came in 27th March ) name spelling mistakes that needed
correcting . printers errors . 1 hoodie is missing for penzance a medium no name on . could clubs
please check to see if they have a hoodie that they shouldn't have . Not many no name hoodies were
ordered so it should be easier to trace . Definetly no medium no name went to Newquay Ncd or st
ives . And the penzance order ending up doing the club rounds before they got to penzance . Jason
kindly delivered club hoodies to the carn brea meet . Cameron had agreed to give them out . If we are
to do hoodies next year or for the development gala ( which would take in different swimmers ) then
we need to organise contacts in each club to take the hoodies on delivery or when whoever organises
gets them they could box and post to each contact/pool for the club . Had toyed with the idea of
getting county swim hats but would need someone at the galas to actually sell them on the day and
we would need to buy in bulk 150. regional funding for the pathway region do match funding for the
pathway up to 500 pounds . If the county put in 500 they match it . This has to be claimed via the
development fund at the end of each financial year . Chris Robinson was going to cover this at the
strategy meeting held in Taunton the same weekend as the intermediates . Hopefully Dan has more
info on that . Matt hill would like to do a level 2 coaches course chris Elliott is looking into this ? would
county consider funding if a course is found
I have since filled the last pathway place.
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